**Health and Fitness**

- **Big Oven**— Over 350,000 cooking recipes, grocery lists, and menu planner.
- **Daily Yoga**— More than 100 yoga and meditation classes.
- **Deep Sleep**— Guided meditation intended to overcome insomnia and go to sleep.
- **Fitness Live Coach**— Personal trainers available for exercise routines.
- **Freeletics Bodyweight**— A fitness training program.
- **HealthTap**— Get instant free answers from doctors all over the U.S.
- **Healthy Dessert Recipes**— A collection of light desserts with calorie figures.
- **SideChef**— Cooking app with step by step photos, directions, and voice commands.
- **Oh She Glows**— Plant based recipes from award winning recipe blogs.
- **Yummly**— Discover recipe recommendations through personalization.

**Brain Teasers**

- **Brainscape**— Learn new topics or test your knowledge via flashcards.
- **Elevate**— Brain training program for improved focus, memory, math skills, and more.
- **Luminosity**— Challenge your memory, attention, and cognitive skills.
- **Lyne**— A minimalist puzzle game that is both simple and complex.
- **Outfolded**— A minimalist puzzle game where you unfold shapes to reach the goal.
- **Monument Valley**— Manipulate impossible architecture as you guide a princess through mazes and puzzles.
- **Neuro Nation**— Improve your memory, focus, intelligence, and logical thinking.
- **Peak**— Challenge your cognitive skills and workout your brain.
- **Rubek**— A minimalist color based puzzle game.
- **Sudoku**— Fill a 9x9 grid so that each row utilizes all 9 numbers.
Creativity

**Art Set**— Everything you need to make art everywhere. Ages 6+.


**Folioscape**— Design, draw, and create your own GIF pictures from scratch. Ages 12+.

**Homes**— Visit unique houses around the world and interact with them. Ages 6+.

**Minecraft**— Explore randomly generated worlds and build amazing worlds yourself. Ages 9+.

**The Robot Factory**— Make your own robot from hundreds of pieces then test it out on a virtual environment. Ages 6+.


STEAM

**Basket Fall**— Track an object swinging on a pendulum, tapping the screen at just the right moment to drop it into its target. Ages 4+.

**Bloxels**— Hands on platform to build and share your own game. Ages 9+.

**Crazy Gears**— A puzzle game that puts together real mechanical engine challenges. Ages 6+.

**Hopscotch**— Learn to code in a fun and playful way while publishing your own projects. Ages 9+.

**King of Math 2**— Set off on a journey packed with challenging math questions, puzzles and problems. Ages 4+.

**Lightbot**— A programming puzzle game whose mechanics involve using programming logic to solve puzzles. Ages 9+.

**Professor Astro Cat’s Solar System**— Discover the universe through building and games while earning medals. Ages 6+.

**Thinkrolls 2**— 270 levels of increasingly challenging physics logic puzzles. Ages 3+.

**Tynker**— Learn to code through games and play. Solve puzzles and utilize your critical thinking skills. Ages 9+.

Early Literacy

**Baby Karaoke**— An animated karaoke styled game with well known songs and nursery rhymes. Ages 4+.

**Dr. Panda in Space**— Explore space and discover new planets, asteroids. Interactive play. Ages 4+.

**Gappy Learns Writing**— A letter exploration game perfect for kids just learning to write. Ages 4+.

**Green Eggs and Ham**— Bring to life a classic book with interactive animations and learning activities. Ages 4+.

**I Learn**— Designed to get kids and parents talking about starting school. Ages 4+.

**Lumikids Park**— Explore an interactive park with intuitive and adaptive activities. Ages 4+.

**Metamorphabet**— A playful, interactive alphabet for all ages. Ages 6+.

**Puzzingo**— Build vocabulary while playing puzzles. Build spatial recognition, fine motor, memory, and cognitive skills.